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PERFORMING IDEOLOGY
I AM FISKULTURNIK!
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Comrade reader!
Welcome to the stadium where virgin gymnasts
Dance to the beat of the president’s heart.

Side step to the right, two, three.
Side step to the left, two, three.
Arms above your head two, three.
Bend your torso to the right, two three…and centre two three…left two three… and centre two
three.
Now squat two three,
Then stretch on your tiptoes and reach for the sky.

Weave words with your body

ALL OUR BEAUTIFUL DREAMS
FOR WHICH WE FOUGHT IN OUR STRUGGLES
ARE SHAPED AND FORGED FROM TITO’S DEEDS
DURING GLORIOUS DAYS OF OUR BATTLES.
OH, FREEDOM - YOU ARE OUR DAWN!
LET YOUR RED HEART BEAT
LET DAYS OF SUN AND BEAUTY
UNDERNEATH YOUR SPREAD WINGS MEET.
OH, FREEDOM – WE LOVE YOU,
WE LOVE YOUR MORNING LIGHT
LIGHTING TITO AND THE PARTY
OUR HOMELAND, OUR MIGHT!

WE ARE PROUD OF FREEDOM’S LIGHT THE LIGHT AS STRONG AS OUR HOPES
WE ARE PROUD OF TITO’S DEEDS 1

THE DEEDS THAT GAVE US THESE NEW DAWNS

1
Excerpt from Beautiful, happy days, performance in progress. Song by 1970s Yugoslavian pop star Zdravko
Colic.
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INTRODUCTION - A PHOTO, A NEWSPAPER CLIPPING AND A SONG

It is Saturday, the 27th of May 1978. I’m 5 years old.
I’m one of 1900 children performing in front of a full auditorium at the Roman Coliseum in
Pula. I’m that little blond girl on the right with her back turned.
We are celebrating Tito’s 86th birthday and simultaneously commemorating 35 years of the reunification of Istria with Croatia and wider Yugoslavia. We are also honouring 30 years of
dedicated work by the kindergarten services of Pula council.

All the girls in the kindergarten were given some dark fabric with different coloured flowers on
it. We took it home for our mothers to make our skirts.

The two children on my left and I are very much focused on the dance. Our eyes are glued to
our teacher, who together with other kindergarten teachers, trained and prepared us for
weeks. In comparison to the rest of our circle, the three of us perform the movements very
correctly – we have the perfect inclination to the right, left foot slightly off the ground and
facing forward. We are doing everything that has been asked of us. If only that boy on my
right would let me spread my arm a bit more!

The whole performance passed very quickly as playfully we created the many tableaux. The
initial merry-go-round formation was fun, but the real stir made amongst the crowd that day
was caused by our ending number, entitled We are Tito’s, Tito is ours.
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My mother cut out this clipping from a local newspaper and wrote all the important information
next to the image: Lara Ritosa, 4th C grade pupil of Tone Perusko School, Pula, participated in
Slet. Tableau ‘The Sun’.

It is 1982; again it is the end of May.
We are once more celebrating the Day of Youth, with a Slet titled - When the heart is filled
with Tito. Sadly, Tito has been dead for two years.
We are all wearing blue school overcoats, carrying school bags as props and dancing
cheerfully to the following song:
YOUTH IS JOY
YOUTH IS HAPPINESS
WE’RE GROWING UP IN HAPPY TIMES
AND OUR LOVE,
BIGGER THAN THE SUN
WILL MAKE THIS COUNTRY ETERNAL
LET THE BLUE WAVES ROCK
LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN GROW
LET THE GOLDEN WHEAT SHINE
LET FOREVER (X3)
LIVE OUR TITO
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As a point of departure for my investigation, I chose my memory of what in Yugoslavia we
used to call Slet - mass stadium performances held to mark important state events such as
President Tito’s birthday (also known as The Day of Youth). The Slet I remember was a
fascinating televised hybrid of gymnastics, spectacle, dance, music, poetry and pageantry,
held annually on the 25th of May in Belgrade’s JNA (Yugoslavian National Army) Stadium. As
mentioned before there were many local and regional versions of Slet too.
This mass callisthenics events did not only serve as a propaganda tool but also as a
government prescribed method to educate and control both the individual and collective body.
It is the intertwined relationship between the public and the private sphere within the individual
body that inspired me to start my research.

If we accept the idea that the human body is ‘ideologically variable’ (John Hoberman in
Roubal p.333) as a ‘…rich reservoir of meaning without direct political affiliation’ then the
future of the body is as open and unpredictable as the future of society. Consequently, the
body’s past or present can be described by the examination of society, its prevailing
philosophy, its religion or the political system. It seems fair to say, therefore, that a significant
part of an individual’s identity is shaped and determined by society and by the social context
into which one is born and raised.

Marcell Mauss uses the term ‘techniques of the body’ to refer to the ways through which we
begin to know how to use our bodies. In an essay with the same title (Zone 6, 1992 p.455)
Mauss explains that these techniques are ingrained by means of ‘body education’, which are
practised in the form of imitation, or performed as a drill, usually by mothers. Eventually as we
learn how to use our bodies almost automatically, these acquired ways become a part of our
physical vocabulary. Our actions are therefore assembled actions - assembled not by us as
individuals but incorporated through our body education within the society to which we
belong. Mauss goes further, concluding that every society uses a set of physical,
psychological and social assemblages to maintain cohesion and to keep order.

Having lived through the last few decades of communism, I often question just how much of
my physical, mental and emotional self has been determined by that system and its particular
moment in history. My coming of age coincided with the fall of Yugoslavia and the beginning
of the bloodiest conflict in Europe since the Second World War. The homeland that both my
parents and state taught me to love disintegrated. Those traumatic events and my emigration
to London left me in an almost permanent state of homelessness; of non-belonging, of
longing to return… of nostalgia for something irrecoverable. These personal and political
conditions function as a context through which I can, in my artistic practice, examine the
notions of nostalgia and memory in relation to the human body and subjective identity.
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THE BEGINNINGS – 19th CENTURY BODY CULTURE MOVEMENTS & DESCATRES

The mass exercise performance as a genre is equally typical of communist and fascist
regimes as well as a feature of the modern Olympic movement. Its beginnings seem to be
rooted in the rationalism of the Age of Reason and in the nationalist movements of 19th
century Europe. Inspired by the ideas and the ideals of the French revolution, many budding
European nations were filled with Promethean yearnings for national and social
independence, freedom and equality. It was primarily out of oppression and frustration that
the ‘body culture’ movements of the period emerged, such as the German Turners, (1811)
and the Czech Sokol (1862).

The anthropologist Susan Brownell (1995) defined the term ‘body culture, or ‘embodied
culture’ as everything that people do with their bodies and the elements of culture that shape
that doing. This includes gesture, posture, manners, routines of daily hygiene, fitness, beauty,
dress and body decoration. The term ‘body culture’ also encompasses the ways these
practices are physically inculcated, the way the body is publicly displayed and the lifestyle
expressed by that display.

Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, the German gymnastics educator often referred to as the ‘father of
gymnastics’, established The Turners. He believed that gymnastics had the power to restore
and rebuild the physical and moral strength of his fellow countrymen, demoralised by
Napoleon’s rule.

Sokol, which literally means ‘falcon’, was a Slavic cultural and national liberation movement,
founded by the Czech ideologue Miroslav Tyrs. They acted under the French revolutionary
slogan: ‘Freedom, Equality and Brotherhood’ and were open to all regardless of their class,
nationality, religious belief and from 1901, gender. Sokol had a militant and anti-monarchist
aim - to encourage subject Slavs to break away physically and spiritually from the AustroHungarian Empire. Inspired by the Turners, Sokol also linked physical education with
personal character building, public health and national self-defence. Furthermore, the Sokol
movement developed a tradition of what they called Slet, literally a flocking of birds. This was
a mass gymnastics festival incorporating collective exercise demonstrations, theatrical
celebrations, and gymnastic competition. The Sokol movement soon spread across most
Slavic nations, including the Yugoslavian territories, and in 1912 the pan-Slavic Slet was held
in Prague, with 30 000 participants gathered together under what was then described as a
largely military atmosphere.
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Sokol Slet 1901

Sokol Slet 1913

Sokol Slet 1938, women

Sokol Slet 1948, women

2

2

Images found at www.ckrumlov.cz, www.radio.cz, www.osa.ceu.hu
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Towards the end of 19th century, Pierre de Coubertin founded the modern Olympic
movement out of the utopian belief that humankind could better itself through sport. In
contrast to the Turner and Sokol movements, which could be described as nationalist, the key
feature of the Olympics was and remains its internationalism, based on mutual respect and
friendship between nations. With the slogan The World is One, the Olympic Movement strives
for a universal culture of body techniques demonstrated through Olympic sport. It is worth
noting that today the International Olympic Committee boasts the largest membership of any
global body.

It appears that all body culture movements of that time held in common a struggle for change
and ‘freedom’. The human body was placed at the centre of that desired transformation of the
world and society. The transformation, it was believed, would come from action and practice out of the reorganisation of one’s inner and outer environment and out of the dialectic
between incorporation and objectification. Gymnastic exercise was seen as a strategy for
altering the body, making it stronger and healthier, thus fortifying mental and moral capacity.
This in turn positively transforms the surrounding world. Determination, discipline and ‘docility’
were noted as the key prerequisites for successful participants.

According to Foucault, ‘the docile and useful body’ was conceptualised by a Cartesian
reinterpretation of the body as a machine. Inspired by the mechanical model of nature and by
the discovery of the circulation of the blood, the philosopher and scientist Rene Descartes
(1596 -1650) drew a direct analogy between the human body and the machine. This human
machine was governed not by experience but by reason. The ‘Cartesian body’ is a body
reduced to a pure material thing and objectified into a kind of an animated corpse, a
functioning mechanism. As the primary instrument of knowledge became the dissection of
dead bodies, Descartes separated the mind from the body, while perception, emotion,
imagination and memory were devalued. The main goal of such rationalist epistemology was
a mastery over nature through the understanding of its natural mechanisms in order to
recreate or alter these.
‘To know a thing means to know how it is or can be made and therefore means being able to
repeat or vary or anticipate the process of making’ (H. Jonas in Leder p.120).
The body, like any other thing of nature, became a mere object of the mind’s capacity to
reason, understand, analyse and, subsequently, to be manipulated. Soon, the body was seen
as a submissive entity that can be subjugated, transformed and improved; in one word governed.
The historical moment of the disciplines was the moment when art of the human body was
born, which was directed not only at the growth of its skills, nor at the intensification of its
subjection, but at the formation of a relation that in the mechanism itself makes it more
obedient as it becomes more useful (Foucault pp. 137- 8).
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EXERCISE FOR FISKULTURNIK BADGE – BRONZE
Comrade reader – to obtain a bronze badge you must complete this exercise sequence:

One Two Three Four
Two Two Three Four

Down Two Three Four
Up Two Three Four

Right Two Three Four
Up Two Three Four
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Six Two Three Four
Seven Two Three Four

Left Two Three Four
Right Two Three Four

And
Finish Two Three Four
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FIZKULTURNIK – THE NEW PERSON

Concepts of freedom and the transformation of society and the individual also inspired the
early Bolsheviks. According to the art historian Mike O’Mahony (2006), this can be traced
back to a character in a mid -19th century novel by Nikolai Chernyshevsky entitled What is to
be Done or Tales about new People. The Bolsheviks regarded the novel as a manifesto for
revolutionary socialist utopianism. Lenin reportedly read the novel as a teenager and always
carried it with him. In the novel, one of the characters, Rakhmetov, transforms himself into a
strong, improved individual through asceticism, discipline and hard work. To quote a short
passage from the novel:

When Rakhmetov, at the age of sixteen, came to St. Petersburg, he was an ordinary youth of
somewhat above average height and strength, but very far from being remarkable for his
muscular force: of ten of his equals in age taken at random, two surely could have thrown
him. But in the middle of his seventeenth year he formed the idea of acquiring physical
strength and acted accordingly. At first he practised gymnastics; it was a good plan but
gymnastics only perfects the original material; it was necessary, therefore, to equip himself
with the material, and during twice as long a period as he had spent in gymnastics he became
for several hours every day a labourer in search of work requiring strength; he carried water,
delivered firewood, chopped it up, cut stone, dug in the earth, sawed wood and forged iron;
he tried many different kinds of work, changing very often, for with each new task, with each
change, new muscles were developed. He adopted the diet of pugilists: he ate food known
exclusively as strengthening, especially almost raw beefsteak, and from that time on he
always lived so. A year later he took his trip, and found in it still more favourable opportunities
for developing his physical strength. He had been an agricultural labourer, a carpenter, a
boatman, and a worker at all sorts of healthy trades… (p. 228)
Later in the chapter, Rakhmetov goes even further and gives up his upper class, bourgeois
ways of eating in solidarity with the working classes. We can clearly see why the character
was considered an ideal model for the New Soviet Man.
After the 1917 Revolution, mass parades and Agitprop3 trains were employed to spread the
message of the new values across the urban and especially rural Soviet territories. Theatre,
sport, music and the then new media of photography and film, provided essential visual tools
in reaching the largely illiterate masses and proselytising the new ideology centred on the
myth of the ‘New Person’ and values such as equality, hard work and discipline.
The ‘New Person’ was ideologically embodied as the athletic worker – young, physically fit
and cultured. The means of change from the old to the new person would be fizkultura.
Fizkultura was a term given to the physical and body culture in order to distinguish these
activities from the pre - revolutionary ones, considered bourgeois and therefore decadent.
The term literally means ‘physical culture’ and it stands for more than just a programme of
gymnastics in schools and factories; it was a theory and practice, a technique for good
communist living.

3

Agitation propaganda
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Gustav Klutsis, postcards for The Spartakiada Games, Moscow 1928

Classifying sports in general as ‘culture’ was also a part of the socialist endeavour to
legitimise proletarian culture, and to attack the elitist and conservative European conception
of the term. The aim of Fizkultura was to transform the individual into an a well-rounded
person, improving his or her health and strength, thus allowing them to contribute fully to the
state’s needs whether in the fields of labour or defence:
The physical culture of the younger generation is an essential element in the overall system of
a communist upbringing of young people, aimed at creating harmoniously developed human
beings, creative citizens of communist society. Today physical culture also has direct practical
aims: (1) preparing young people for work; and (2) preparing them for military defence of
soviet power.4
With the intention of popularising Fizkultura, the Soviet State encouraged the forming of
amateur sports societies. The realm of the amateur as opposed to the professional was highly
rated in all aspects of culture. Professionalism reeked of individualist and bourgeois values,
whereas amateur clubs were, on the other hand, thought to provide an opportunity for all
workers to be creative and to achieve. Through these amateur clubs, the state ensured that
leisure time too was being actively used in the construction of the New Society.

Definitions of ‘usefulness’ in terms of building the new person proved problematic in some
sports activities, particularly in football.

4

From October 1920 resolution of the Russian Young Communist League, O’Mahony (2006) p.15
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The watching of football matches was an extremely popular pastime in the post-revolutionary
Soviet Union and inevitably questions concerning spectatorship arose: could standing on a
terrace, watching a competitive therefore individualistic and bourgeois game be described as
an appropriate socialist activity? Did it not then follow that the spectator was being passive
and therefore not contributing to the building of a New Person, valuable to the glorious new
epoch?
The so-called ‘Hygienists’ and the ‘Proletcult’5 were two groups that argued against all
competitive sport, including, football and called for their eventual banning. They both
advocated a new form of physical culture based upon theatrical spectacle and mass
participation. Instead of watching sport where people competed, the masses were to watch
fizkulturniki recruited from amateur societies marching and demonstrating their strong bodies
in support of the new ideological cause. The spectators were not only to watch but were also
expected to aspire to become a fizkulturnik.

Alexander Deineka ‘Collective Farmer, Become a Fizkulturnik!’, poster, 1930

5

Proletarian Culture
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6

This strategy proved successful. With each parade the number of fizkulturnik participants
grew, reaching an astonishing 105 000 in the May Day parade held in Moscow’s Red Square
in 1933. On that day, a new practice was introduced - a grand finale in the stadium where
2000 people moved in unison to musical accompaniment; a practice most certainly borrowed
from Sokol.

7

6
7

A. Samokhvalov ‘Sovjetski idraet’ 1937 ,A. Deineka’ Fizkulturnitza’ 1933, A. Deineka ‘Morning exercise’ 1932
A. Rodchenko ‘Ritmy’, 1936
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Alexander Rodchenko’s photographs of Moscow Fizkulturnik Parade, 1936
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EXERCISE FOR FIZKULTURNIK BADGE – SILVER
Comrade reader - to obtain a silver badge you must firstly do a bronze badge sequence then
continue:

Twist Right Two Three Four
Twist Left Two Three Four

Left Up Two Three Four
Right Up Two Three Four

Squat Two Three Four
Push Up Two Three Four

Back and Forth Two Three Four
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Squat Two Three Four
Jump Two Three Four

Up Two Three Four
Bend Left Two Three Four
Up Two Three Four
Bend Right Two Three Four

Forward Two Three Four
Stretch Up Two Three Four

And
Finish Two Three Four
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COLLECTIVE ART - COLLECTIVE BODY

The Soviet Avant-guard artists of the revolutionary period were exhilarated by the idea of
creating a new art in a new order. In a Futurist-like gesture, they proclaimed death to
museums and galleries (‘mausoleums of art’), and introduced the streets, tramways,
workshops and homes as ‘living factories of the human spirit.’8 Poet Vladimir Mayakovsky
famously called for…’ the streets to be our brushes, the squares our palettes’9. In the first four
years after the Revolution, the Constructivists did not only reorganise art schools and
museums, but also organised and designed street pageants for Mayday and October
Revolution celebrations. These mass parades provided a platform for the dramatic reenactment of revolutionary battles and experimentation in visualising the socialist principles of
the new collective spirit. In a ‘glorious new era’, the constructivists stated, ‘a new art must be
made – proletarian art.’10
An Order To The Art Army

Drag pianos out into the streets!
Drums with boat hooks
from windows hang!
Hammer pianos,
bang on the bellowing drum.
Let there be crashes,
let there be thunder Enough of halfpenny truths!
Old trash from your hearts erase!
Streets for paint-brushes we’ll use,
our palettes - squares with their wide open space.
Revolution’s days have yet to be sung by the thousand year book of time.
Into the streets, the crowds among,
futurists,
drummers,
masters of rhyme!

Vladimir Mayakovsky
March 1918

8
9

Gray (1962) p.219
Gray (1962) p.220

10

My emphasis
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As the factory replaced the family, the square replaced the theatre, massive public
monuments replaced bourgeois ornament- the collective sense of belonging replaced the self.
The New Society needed new techniques of the body, and mass participation served to train
the ordinary body into a new, collective organism. By rationalising each individual body as
interlinked and by diffusing its boundaries, the New Society appropriated ‘every body’. Active
participation in grandiose orchestrations became the Soviet State’s primary method of
imbuing of its ideology into the people. An external idea translated into a movement, a step
perfected by the collective drill, became a part of an internal muscular vocabulary. Shared by
all, shaped by the few - the new, collective body, was being created, and with it, new rituals
and a new culture.

Without a doubt, the mass spectacle, as the driving policy of Fizkultura, formed an important
part of the techniques employed by the state to mould the communist body. Here the role of
discipline is vital, serving as a method of creating docile bodies, controlling passions and
breaking down ‘ego boundaries’. Foucault (1975) describes discipline as the art of the
distribution of individuals in space, of controlling their activity by extracting time from them and
accumulating it. Discipline, he continues, is the art of composing individual bodies in such a
way as to obtain an efficient machine-like structure. Social institutions such as the military,
educational bodies, companies and religious organisations all use strategies of enclosure,
partition, serialisation and rank. They create functional spaces and timetables, codify posture,
devise exercises, prescribe training, plan movements, and set targets. Uncannily similar
vocabularies and actions can be applied to the choreography and design of the mass
celebration.

As disillusioned Avant-guard artists fled the USSR, committed suicide or were executed by
Stalin’s regime, a new artistic language, based as much on Constructivist aesthetic dynamism
as on the compliance of the ordinary body was being developed in the Soviet Union and
across Eastern Europe. North Korea and China would soon follow. Choreographers and
designers acquired the organisational and analytical skills of generals and mathematicians.
They mapped movements and scenic transitions, subdivided the space and invented systems
to notate their choreography. Every participant was assigned to a precisely calculated place.
Images were divided into segments and were later turned into colour-coded cards. In their
ambition for exactness they introduced special methods of screening, rehearsal and
evaluation. These resembled military rituals with a strict hierarchy, orders and passwords.
Through the manoeuvring of thousands of human bodies, the artistic teams created human
columns, pyramids and ornaments portraying red stars, hammer and sickles, tractors, suns,
planets, flowers, circles and waves… The rhythm and regularity of their patterns was cheered
by the masses, who were themselves arranged in stands, row upon row, holding multicoloured cards, awaiting the signals to raise theirs.
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The enclosed oval shape of a stadium contains the ideal design for a disciplined and
functional festival. In a performance in such an arena, the body is truly fragmented and
functionalised - it serves as a carrier of the sign whose full meaning is revealed only in
relation to the whole ensemble. The performer never experiences the visual totality of the
spectacle he or she participates in. As the participant is ordered to change their colour cards,
and given their banners and little flags to wave, so does the spectator. Both the performer and
the spectator, by the very design and construct of the stadium, are units that can be directed,
controlled and analysed from one centre – that of the director who himself is directed by the
president-dictator.

11

11

Images from websites Titoville.com & osa.ceu.hu
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After the Second World War, Fizkultura was exported to the nascent communist Yugoslav
State. In his 1945 speech addressed to the Yugoslavian youth, Tito pointed out that their
tasks ahead would be complex and vast. Their first task, he stated, would be to continue to
actively rebuild the country; the second task would be education and their third task was
physical education: ’ our aim is to develop a mass involvement with fizkultura and sport, both
in the cities and in the villages’. In many of his speeches Tito expressed opinions extremely
similar to those previously stated in the Russian Youth resolution. In his speech at the JNA
stadium in May 1958, he told to the youth of Yugoslavia:
What we want of our younger generation is to be physically and mentally able and strong and
versatile – developed - all round. You do know why this is important - we are building
socialism. And socialism is not static, but something that needs to be constantly developed. It
is up to you, the youth, to carry out that development forward into the future. And we, the
older generation, are going to be happy to watch you walk the paths that we started and
which we walked. (Glas Istre 1978)
Fizkultura was undoubtedly seen as a kind of a dynamic legacy to the younger socialist
generation, through which a sense of collective unity and belonging was produced and
preserved. Fizkulturnik competitions, exhibitions and Slets were methods used to forge and
weld the bond between the people themselves and between the people and their president.

Yugoslavian Fizkulturnik Slet 1947, 3 postcards
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EXERCISE FOR A FISKULTURNIK BADGE – GOLD
Comrade reader - to obtain a golden badge you must first complete a silver badge exercise,
then continue:

Roll Forward Two Three Four
Roll Back Two Three four

Sit Two Three Four
Lift Two Three Four
Down Two Three Four

Turn Right Two Three Four
Arm And Leg Over Two Three Four
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Bend Left Two Three Four
Jump and Bend
Right Two Three Four

Left up Two Three Four
Down Two Three Four
Right Up Two Three Four
Down Two Three Four

Jump Left Two Three Four
Jump Right Two Three Four

And
Finish Two Three Four
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CONCLUSION - I AM FIZKULTURNIK!

There are many things that we can understand only with our bodies, on this side of
consciousness, without having the words to say them. (Bourdieu in Brownell 1995, p.12)
Recently, at the British Library, I came across a booklet titled A Song to a First Five Year
Plan, written in Serbo-Croatian and dating from 1950. The booklet consists of instructions for
a sixteen-strong group performance with an elaborate description of steps and formations
detailing which song and what stage decorations to use. The booklet was, I assume,
conceived as a canon for the Yugoslavian Fizkultura Academies. Furthermore, at the
University Library of my home town Pula, I came across 3 more books of similar content
dating from the late 1940’s and early 1950’s.These contained instructions for a junior Slet
exercise and prescribed exercise sequences for a Fizkulturnik competition. (See pages 9 &
10, 16 & 17, 22 & 23 of this paper).

My research had from that point on finally acquired a ‘physical body’ in the form of Fizkulturnik
manuals. This significantly changed the course of my practical work pushing it into an area of
performance based installation which I shall create as my MA Degree piece. At the heart of
the planned installation will be a filmed solo performance inspired by these found manuals.

If indeed, a proportion of our identity is shaped by our body culture, then the way I walk, carry
myself, gesture and feel in my own body must have been formed by the prescribed
communist practice of Fizkultura. Fizkultura’s legacy is embedded deeply into my muscular
memory and posture, and it has moulded a part impossible to erase or to retrain. It is that
fragment of myself that I wish to reconnect with. In my performance I will embody the
character of Fizkulturnik and retrace movements designed to educate and collectivise the
individual communist body. Written and drawn exercises that I found in these dusty pamphlets
provide me with a kind of a corporeal text. I will be, to use the words of Rebecca Schneider
‘performing an archive’. Here, the performance as a medium becomes ‘both the act of
remaining and a means of reappearance’. (Schneider, 2001, pp.100 & 103)

As memory resides in the body, the performing body serves as a site where the past and
present meet, where archived collective memory is activated and acted out. The context, as a
specificity of one’s existence in a certain historical moment, appears not as an image or sign
but as a physical practice, an experience revealed to the viewer in the form of the universal
language that is movement. Through movement I can transmit not only my personal narrative,
but also ideas on, what I believe, are facts of the human condition - the susceptibility to be
governed, organised and controlled within a society. I would like viewers to empathise; to feel
with their own physicality what I feel with mine. Through communicating my experience I will
hopefully encourage viewers to question the extent to which their own body is subject to
social and political conditioning.
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And as, standing, I bend my bust backwards, lifting my arms and crossing them in front of my
face,
My body becomes the new body –
Constructed by Avant guard post - revolutionary experimentation
Idealised by socialist realism
Shaped and scientifically choreographed by Central State Committees
Body observed from the gallery by the president and his aparatchiks
Body that belonged to the system and party policies
Body lost due to historical and political upheaval
Body buried in a plethora of archived experiences
My Body
Body of Fizkulturnik.

12

12

A.Rodchenko
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